The Cost of the Green New Deal to Wisconsin

What is the Green New Deal?
A proposal to address climate change by dramatically restructuring the economy to move the United States to 100% renewable energy in 10 years. Specifically, the proposal includes:

- End the use of fossil fuels
- Retrofit every existing building
- Net-zero carbon emissions from agriculture
- Overhaul transportation system
- Federal job guarantee
- Universal healthcare

Calculating the Cost
The Competitive Enterprise Institute, Power The Future, and the Wisconsin Institute for Law & Liberty partnered to calculate the cost of the Green New Deal to Wisconsin households, businesses, and farmers by estimating the cost of:

- Additional electricity demand
- Costs associated with shipping and logistics
- New vehicles
- Building retrofits
- Decreased crop yields
- Carbon tax on farmers

The Cost to Wisconsin
More than $40,000 per household every year.

$200 million in losses to farmers.

$2.5 billion to the dairy industry, or $2,000 per cow.
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